Lucky 7

Fools Gold
Ticket Form Number:
Manufacturer:

62519
Specialty Manufatcturing

Price:

$0.50

Number of Tickets in Deal:

1800

Top Instant Prize:

$50.00

Payout:

$630.00

Profit:

$270.00

Percent Payback:
Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds of Winning:
Approval Date:

70.0%
239
1:7.53
May 16, 2005

How to Play

This is a new 5 window seal card game from Specialty Manufacturing. To play, the player would pay $0.50 for a
ticket and then open the 5 windows on the backside to reveal the symbols. If the symbols inside the ticket match
any winning combination of symbols from the front, the player is a winner. All winners will have the yellow
Payrite box showing the exact dollar amount won.

Seal Card Instructions
In addition, there are 12 HOLD TICKETS with a winning combination of three gold nugget symbols and "pick"
window #1-12 illustrated in a yellow box in the bottom window of the ticket in each deal. Players will sign up on
the designated line that matches the one on their ticket, and at the end of the deal the operator will open the twelve
windows on the seal card to reveal the prizes won. These prizes vary from $5 to $250, and every player that has a
sign up will win at least $5. The winning prize amounts will be printed on the backside of the seal window. This
is done so the seal window can be torn off the seal card and attached to the corresponding ticket that matches that
window number for verification and tracking purposes.

INSTANT WINNERS

PAY OUT
VALUES

WINNING COMBINATIONS

1 Winner @ $50.00

$50.00

3 Picks

1 Winner @ $20.00

$20.00

3 Rail Cars

2 Winners @ $5.00

$10.00

3 Stacks of Dynamite

15 Winners @ $1.00

$15.00

3 Shovels

20 Winners @ $1.00

$20.00

3 Jokers

200 Winners @ $0.50

$100.00

Any 3 matching symbols*

*Any 3 matching symbols in tier 6 refers to any 3 of the following symbols: Miners, Pots of Gold, Maps, Bags,
Diamonds, Roulette Wheels, Clovers, Gold Bars, Gold Pans, Crowns, Rubies, Silver Coins, Gold Coins

